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ITINERARY – 3 DAY 

Day 1 
  

10:00 Arrive in Hermanus via Clarence Drive (R44) and check in at 
your accommodation establishment. 

11:00 Take a leisurely stroll on the Hermanus Biodiversity Walk 
from Fick’s Pool up to Gearing’s Point.  The walk is 
informative and self-guided. Twenty information nodes 
provide information on the multiple components that 
constitute the natural biodiversity. Keep a look out for the 
Southern Right Whale while walking the cliff path. 

10:00 Visit the Old Harbour Museum, Whale Museum and De 
Wet’s Huis Photographic Museum.  The Old Harbour 
Museum encompasses the whole harbour as well as in 
indoor area.  The harbour was declared a museum in 1972.  
It is now a well-known national heritage site in Hermanus.  

11:30 Arrive at the South African Shark Conservancy (SASC).  
SASC is an NGO dedicated to promoting the conservation 
and sustainable use of living marine resources through 
research, education and outreach.  Their research is 
focused on sharks and their habitat. 

12:30 Lunch at Bientang’s Cave 
14:00 Depart to Fernkloof Nature Reserve.  The reserve 

comprises 0.002% of the Cape Floral Kingdom but contains 
18% of its plants in just 18 square kilometres. 

15:30 Visit Grotto Blue Flag Beach and enjoy a drink at Dutchies. 
16:30 Check in at your accommodation establishment 
19:30 Dinner at La Pentola 
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Day 2 
08:00 Enjoy breakfast at your accommodation establishment 
09:00 Thoza Tours will guide you on a walking tour around the 

local township. Sample umqombothi (a local beer which is 
made from maize, maize malt, sorghum malt, yeast and 
water) while listening to stories from the elders. 

10:30 Depart for the Hemel-en-Aarde Valley via the mosaic wall. 
11:00 Arrive at SA Forest Adventures where you will enjoy a quad 

bike tour.  The tour starts on one of South Africa’s most 
renowned wine farms – Hamilton Russell, and continues 
through the vineyards up the mountain to reach Rotary 
Way Scenic View Point.   

 13:00 Lunch at Creation followed by a cellar tour 
15:30 Depart and return to your accommodation establishment 
19:00 Dinner at Burgundy Restaurant 
  

Day 3 
08:00 Enjoy breakfast at your accommodation establishment 
09:00 Check out at accommodation establishment 
09:30 Drive through New Harbour and stop at Heart of Abalone. 

Here you will learn more about the South African abalone 
and why Abalone Farms are necessary.  Tastings can be 
arranged on request. 

11:00 Enjoy a leisurely cruise on the Ocean’s Quest.  This eleven 
meter yacht offers eco tours in Walker Bay with stunning 
views. 

12:30 Lunch at Harbour Rock Restaurant 
14:00 Depart from Hermanus via Maanskynbaai which offers 

spectacular views of the Kleinrivier Lagoon.  
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